Storage Made Easy
Enterprise File Share and Sync

High Availability options
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Introduction
The Storage Made Easy private enterprise file share and sync solution enables IT to regain control
of "cloud data sprawl" by unifying private / public company data and privately used employee
cloud data solutions into a single converged infrastructure. This can then easily be managed and
be used to set and enforce governance and audit controls for file access and sharing in addition to
providing deep content search of indexed data.
This approach provided a solution to the "shadow IT" conundrum and makes it possible for
companies to find a balance between the protection of corporate data and employee data by
allowing businesses to monitor, secure and audit all data silos, be they private or cloud or company
or employee, from a single access point.

The solution can be provided as a managed service in a local data centre, or it can be provided as
a software appliance that resides in-situ on the customer premises.
The SME solution uses an Apache HTTP server to serve HTTP requests and also uses the MySQL
Database to store meta-data.
Both these technologies are widely used and provide failover, backup capabilities and a path to
scale out the application. As the SME platform is built using industry standard best practices, any
of the high availability architectures can be deployed depending on the customer requirements.
This document will provide some different supported high availability options. Note that depending
on requirements different combinations of the below topologies can also be configured.
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Architecture Overview
The SME private enterprise file share and sync solution is provided as a software
appliance that enables companies to enhance their existing storage or ‘Cloud’
proposition. The appliance is a multi-tenant solution that works with existing private
storage clouds, and publicly available storage clouds. These clouds are unified for easy
access and management. The Appliance can be very quickly configured to be a hybrid
fileserver ‘front-end’ to existing storage clouds. It features user management, secure file
sharing, access control, and event auditing / e-compliance features ‘built in’.
The Platform is delivered as a VMWARE Appliance* and can be integrated with over 35
storage Clouds, and works using meta-data ‘indexing’ technology that stores information
about files that are hosted in one or more storage locations thus ensuring data does not
have to be replicated (although it can be configured to do this as well for speedy access
to files).

The Platform quickly enables access and integration points that encompass all variety of
operating systems, and all major mobile and tablet vendors, and is an enabler for ‘Bring
your own Device’.
* And also as an OVF compatible software appliance that can be used with XEN, KVM and Hyper-v
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The SME Appliance is composed of:
The core engine which incorporates:
- Security Manager(s)
- Audit Manager
- Access Control Manager
- Sync Engine
- Cloud Backup engine

The Appliance connects to various clouds on the 'back end' and entry points include:
- SME Native Applications
- REST / JSON API
- WebDav API
- FTP / FTPS / SFTP API
- S3 API
These API's and clients enable entry points to all data irrespective of whether the mapped clouds
support such protocols or entry points or not.
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Single Appliance
In a normal configuration the SME platform is run as a single appliance on a single hardware
machine. This is the simplest scenario and we recommend performing regular scheduled backups
of the database using the provided scripts.

Pros:
- Simplest configuration, plug and play, easy to setup
Cons:
- In case of disk failure the data needs to be restored using the last backup
- 15 minutes or more service unavailability depending on the restore time from backup
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Two Replicated Appliances
This deployment topology relies on the MySQL DB master slave replication functionality. To
provide simple failover during normal operation the data will be replicated to a slave database
instance. The active server will have a Virtual IP address assigned to it.

In the event of a failover occurring you will need to manually run a script on the passive slave to
make it active and also assign it the Virtual IP address.

Pros:
- Simple configuration
- Less hardware required

Cons:
- Manual intervention required
- Virtual IP address
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Failover:
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N-Tier Architecture Deployment

Depending on requirements more robust deployments can also be supported with HTTP Load
balancing. This is often referred to as an N-Tier Architecture. The basic idea is that services are
divided amongst computing tiers. Each Tier is designed, sized and tuned, to best support the
services provided. This concept is referred to as a “separation of services”.

In this architecture a HTTP load balancer (which also be made highly available) is placed in front
of two or ’N’ number of stateless SME appliances, in which the ‘stateful’ tier (which stores
metadata) is replicated to ensure no single point of failure. This Architecture can be scaled at each
tier as required and can be geo-distributed.
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N-Tier Architecture Deployment (cont..)

The Storage Made Easy team has worked with customers to implement this architecture in
production scenarios and it is highly scalable. As an example a

similar Architecture is used for

SME’s own SaaS service which supports around 250,000 users and this architecture topology was
deployed for a German bank using the SME solution which was deployed to support 200,000
users.

Pros:
- No single point of failure
- Provides hardware and software redundancy
- Highly scalable
-Minimal downtime
Cons:
- Higher cost as more hardware required
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Redundant Storage
For a fully highly available solution then the back-end storage should also be highly available.
Public Cloud Storage already has this built in ie. solutions such as Amazon S3, RackSpace, EMC
Atmos etc, however If private storage is being used then the customer would need to enable this.
It is beyond the scope of this white-paper to cover all of the different ways this can be done but
below are some pointers to making popular local storage highly available.

Internet Information Server (WebDav):
Please refer to this Microsoft article on IIS clustering:
http://support.microsoft.com/kb/970759

OpenStack Swift:
OpenStack Swift is an open source object storage solution and it can also be made highly
available. Please see the Swift Documentation for more details:
http://docs.openstack.org/developer/swift/

NetApp Storage:
NetApp provide data solutions that can be deployed on-premise and which can be made highly
available. See this article as an example of Making ONTAP Highly available:
https://library.netapp.com/ecm/ecm_download_file/ECMP1196905
Clustered Data ONTAP 8.2 High-Availability Configuration ... - NetApp
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GEO Dispersion and NameSpaces
Option Two: Storage Made Easy Cluster Add-On
The Storage Made Easy Cluster Add-On provides a more lightweight way to setup a GEO dispersed
NameSpace. Once activated it provides:

- Ability to manage and setup a SME Cluster
- Ability to check status of a Cluster
- Ability to manage users from each node within the Cluster
- Ability to setup a shared folder connector so that teams in different regions can work on shared
data.

Unlike Option 1 data is not replicate to each node. This means if a node ‘owner’ of a team folder is
down then other nodes will either, not have access, or only have read only access to the folder
(the latter is dependent on the underlying storage technology used).\

This Options is however a much lighter weight way of being able to work with a global namespace
and it also generates much less traffic across the WAN than option one.
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GEO Dispersion and NameSpaces
For distributed enterprise organizations or Service Providers then there may be a requirement to
have the Storage Made Easy solution GEO-dispersed. That is to say that Appliances can be
deployed in a number of different regions and those regions are ‘joined up’ from a namespace
mechanism ie. users exists in all regions, teams can work on shared folders etc.

Storage Made Easy provides two options with regards to this:

Option One: Full Replication with GEO High Availability
This model offers Geographic dispersion plus high availability of the Storage Made Easy enterprise
solution. All users are able to login to any of the geo-dispersed servers and if a one of the
geographic Data Centres in which SME is deployed goes down they can simply be redirected and
login to another.

The following precepts are a prerequisite in this model:

- All users exist in all locations within the same namespace on all regions.
- All data needs to be replicated between all regions
- There needs to be at least three nodes to use this model
- Backups still need to be taken to ensure data durability.
- A load balancer is required to ensure that users are switched to a different region if there is an
outage

Within the Storage Made Easy architecture the only concept of state is the meta-data associated
with the files which is stored within a MySQL database so the requirement for geographic high
availability is for the database to be highly available across geographic sites in a model where the
data is constantly changing in each site.

This is achieved by the use of a third party open source product called Galera Cluster. Storage
Made Easy can provide a technical guide or professional services with regards to the initial setup
of this.
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Highly Available Architecture Example

Below is a real world customer example of a deployment that, in this case, was done in
conjunction with our partner, SwiftStack and in which the storage used is the SwiftStack
distribution of OpenStack Swift.

Exact topologies will of course vary based on exact requirements but SME can work with
the architecture teams to understand and help in this area.
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Storage High Availability
SME provides the ability to keep a backup or archived copy of files using something that we refer
to as a backup provider. Each primary provider can be paired with a backup provider and once
done data in the primary is backed up to the secondary and therein any new data is also. The
time this takes is dependent on data size and network capacity.

Although SME does not restrict the choice of backup store for production deployment we
recommend an object storage backup store. Commercial cloud providers quite often implement
rate limiting which can impact on the service being able to fulfil the backup.
If an object storage provider is already being used as the primary provider then a separate bucket
or container can be chosen to be the backup. This can provide file backup but not necessarily high
availability as this is dependent on the topology deployment of the object storage. Alternatively a
different object storage provider to the primary or a different region entirely can be chosen.
The feature has a number of granular options which include retention of files (don’t delete if
deleted on primary) and/or version retention of files.
Implementing this feature is highly recommended as it can satisfy the following use cases:
- Ability to find deleted or corrupted files on the primary
- Ability to recover from such things as Ransomware attacks
- Ability to implement a file archive
- Ability to provide business continuity in the event of a failure of the primary (SME will
automatically provide read only access to files on the backup until the primary recovers).
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FAQ
Can I still upload files direct to the back-end storage (outside of SME) ?
Yes, the back end storage can still be accessed direct and anything added will be “discovered” by
the SME service.
If I am uploading / downloading via the SME Gateway does this reduce the storage
scalability?
No, the SME architecture can ultimately be configured to be as flexible and as scalable as needed.
Also the SME solution does not preclude uploading direct to the back end storage, even when
using the SME client Apps (dependent on storage used). Similar with download, direct download
from SME Apps bypassing SME is an option.
Can the SME solution be configured to not keep any state ?
This can be done, and we have done this on occasion, dependent on the use case, for some of our
white label OEM customers. We would need to understand the use case and more details of what
is required to explore this option.
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